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 Daily Dive M-F view sample Topics covered: Technology, e-commerce, store concepts, marketing, holidays
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                                        J.C. Penney shutters 50-year-old anchor, moves across the street
                                    
                                


                                
                                    The new location is at the Willowbrook Mall in New Jersey, which is owned by the department store’s co-owner, Brookfield Properties.
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                                    99 Cents Only files for Chapter 11
                                
                            

                            
                                The bankruptcy filing comes just days after the discount retailer announced plans to liquidate and close all stores.
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                                    Best Buy to use generative AI for virtual assistant, customer support experiences
                                
                            

                            
                                The tech will help with customer service, including troubleshooting product issues, managing software and rescheduling or combining order deliveries. 
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                                    Battling shrink and theft across the globe
                                
                            

                            
                                Retailers are trying numerous strategies — from technology to teamwork — to minimize losses.
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                                    Uniqlo to open first stores in Texas, expand in California
                                
                            

                            
                                The upcoming openings will build on Uniqlo's plan to reach 200 stores in North America by 2027.
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                                    The Weekly Closeout: Puma plots design space in LA, Bank of America downgrades Figs
                                
                            

                            
                                The athletics brand said the studio will open in 2025, while spending pullbacks contributed to the scrubs brand’s recent negative rating.
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    [image: Yeti unveils New York flagship store on April 4.]
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                                    Yeti opens first New York store
                                
                            

                            
                                The cooler maker’s 20th store, featuring a large customization space, comes as the brand reached $1 billion in sales last year in the drinkware category.
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                                    JLL finds signs of rebound in New York City retail real estate
                                
                            

                            
                                But some submarkets are doing better than others when it comes to asking rents and availability.
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    [image: A Petco storefront. There is a white van parked outside and a person walking in the store.]
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                                    Petco faces downgrades amid sales, profit and share declines
                                
                            

                            
                                Analysts from S&P Global Ratings and Bank of America said the pet retailer’s struggles are likely to continue this year and possibly into 2025.
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    [image: White sensors in front of a store entrance.]
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                                    What is ‘organized retail crime,’ exactly?
                                
                            

                            
                                It depends, and it doesn't help that many retailers don’t have a good handle on lost inventory, experts say.
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                                    Serena Williams launches Wyn Beauty
                                
                            

                            
                                Along with its DTC site, the brand launched at 685 Ulta Beauty stores and on the retailer’s website.
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    [image: Solo Stove Deep Dish Pizza Day campaign art]
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                                    Solo Stove puts the ‘deep’ in deep dish with subterranean pizza-making class
                                
                            

                            
                                A livestreamed event from Alabama’s Majestic Caverns is part of a more aggressive marketing strategy for the outdoor lifestyle brand.
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    [image: Hands of young girl using sewing machine in workshop.]
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                                    Apparel execs urge sourcing diversification amid geopolitical risks
                                
                            

                            
                                Executives at an American Apparel & Footwear Association event underscored the need to find alternative sourcing as U.S.-China relations continue to fray.
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    [image: Exterior of the Whole Foods Market in the Glover Park neighborhood of Washington, D.C.]
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                                    Whole Foods to pull Amazon’s Just Walk Out technology from stores
                                
                            

                            
                                The specialty grocer, which operates the checkout tech at just two stores, will follow the same path as Amazon Fresh stores in the U.S., a spokesperson confirmed Friday.
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                                    GameStop COO is out
                                
                            

                            
                                Nir Patel arrived about two years ago from Belk, where he had been CEO for less than a year. The struggling gaming retailer won’t replace him.
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                                    The running list of major retail deals
                                
                            

                            
                                In the first three months of the year, Beyond acquired Zulily, Walmart bought Vizio and Arc’teryx parent Amer Sports went public.
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    [image: The TikTok app is displayed on an Apple iPhone.]
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                                    Shein, Temu have high customer overlap with TikTok Shop: report
                                
                            

                            
                                Even while facing a potential ban in the U.S., an Earnest Analytics report finds the platform is dominating social shopping. 
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                                    99 Cents Only to liquidate
                                
                            

                            
                                The company’s small footprint left it unable to compete with larger rivals in a tough macroeconomic environment, according to industry experts.
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    [image: The storefront of Miniso's second Times Square location.]
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                                    The Weekly Closeout: Beyond partners with X as Miniso pops up in Times Square
                                
                            

                            
                                The home retailer’s social media deal involves short- and long-form content. Meanwhile, Miniso’s store concept follows a successful flagship in New York.
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    [image: The interior of Ernesta New York City showroom]
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                                    Online rug retailer Ernesta opens first brick-and-mortar store
                                
                            

                            
                                The brand started by Peloton co-founders John Foley, Hisao Kushi and Yony Feng has turned to New York's Upper East Side for its showroom.
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    [image: Interior of a bedroom with a bed in the center, rug on the carpet. Two lights are above the headboard on the wall, along with an abstract painting.]
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                                    The Citizenry opens outpost in Interior Define store
                                
                            

                            
                                The tie-up between the two Havenly-owned brands allows The Citizenry to expand its physical presence after opening a flagship in New York City.
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                                    The Backroom: Why it’s so hard for retailers to do the right thing
                                
                            

                            
                                Businesses face new ethical questions and must act with more transparency in what corporate integrity expert Alison Taylor calls a “turbulent world.”
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    [image: A person with a bright green shopping cart exits a grocery store.]
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                                    Amazon’s AWS unit cutting hundreds of jobs related to store technology
                                
                            

                            
                                The e-commerce giant earlier said it was scaling back its Just Walk Out technology, including dropping it from Amazon Fresh locations in the U.S.
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    [image: A group of people wearing Dia & Co clothing.]
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                                    FullBeauty Brands acquires plus marketplace Dia & Co.
                                
                            

                            
                                Within the past year the company also purchased Eloquii and Cuup, expanding its portfolio of plus and size-inclusive labels. 
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    [image: The exterior of a store with a banner that reads "Bath & Body Works."]
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                                    Every room in the house is ‘where the customer wants us to go’: Bath & Body Works CEO
                                
                            

                            
                                Gina Boswell said the brand is now in roughly 40% of American households as it expands its assortment to areas like laundry.
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                                    Shoes for Crews files for Chapter 11 bankruptcy
                                
                            

                            
                                The non-slip shoe company secured $30 million in debtor-in-possession financing and intends to sell the business.
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